Dear participant,
Hereby some additional information about interesting links with sketch note examples

**pinterest:**
[https://nl.pinterest.com/](https://nl.pinterest.com/)
Search for:
- Hand lettering
- Banners
- stick figures
- sketchnote icons

**Instagram:**
[https://www.instagram.com/](https://www.instagram.com/)
Search on the hashtags
- #agile
- #scrum
- #handlettering
- #scrummaster
- #visualization
- #visualisation
- #leanteam
- #less
- #sketchnotes
- #sketchnote
- #cloud
- #scrumteam
- #fun
- #banner
- #banners
- #stickfigure
- #stickfigures
- #handlettering

**My Instagram account:**
[https://www.instagram.com/sketchnote_for_scrum/](https://www.instagram.com/sketchnote_for_scrum/)

**Colors**
The adjacent colors in the Color wheel are complementarity, the colors opposite of each other are contrasting.